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Spring Concert 2019

Prelude Choir
Emily Richards, conductor
Cameron Costello, intern
Sam Sauer, intern
Nora Bernaiche, pianist collaborator

The Intergenerational Choir Presents
*Fantasy: Songs of Dreams and the Supernatural*
Raul Dominguez, conductor
Connor Buckley, pianist

Hockett Family Recital Hall
Sunday, April 28, 2019, 5:30 PM
Prelude Choir

Bambu
Brazilian Folk Song
arr. Paulo Castro & Ruth Dwyer
Cameron Costello, conductor

Dodi Li
Israeli Song
arr. Doreen Rao
Nira Chen

Shalom, Pacem, Peace
arr. Ruth Elaine Schram
Sam Sauer, conductor

Rockwood River
Mark Cabaniss
arr. Ruth Elaine Schram

Intergenerational Choir
Fantasy: Songs of Dreams and the Supernatural

Fantasy
popularized by Earth, Wind & Fire
Evan Sacco, conductor

"Spirits"
adapted from A Midsummer Night's Dream
Melodia Mae Rinaldi, soprano
Douglas Beam

I Dream a World
Danielle Gurcan, soprano
Melodia Mae Rinaldi, conductor
André J. Thomas

"The Spark of Creation"
from Children of Eden
Danielle Gurcan, conductor
Stephen Schwartz

"Over the Rainbow"
from The Wizard of Oz
Combined Choirs
Harold Arlen